
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY

VISIT OUR  
WASHINGTON DC SHOWROOM
See the latest display technology from Leyard and Planar

Leyard DirectLight X LED Video Wall System
With the off-board Leyard® Video Controller, Leyard® DirectLight® X becomes the industry’s first 
LED video wall solution to embed advanced video processing directly into the product.  Leyard 
DirectLight X supports a range of fine pixel pitches and includes industry-leading wall mount, full 
front service access, a mission-critical design for 24x7 reliability and modern, web-based control and 
management software.

Leyard TWA Series LED Video Wall 
Leyard® TWA Series is a line of fine pitch LED video walls available in 0.9, 1.2, 1.8 and 2.5 
millimeters pitches. Leyard TWA Series is architected to support the highest pixel density and 
delivers benefits unique to its “flat panel” design including a 16:9 form factor optimized for the most 
popular high resolution standards, ease of installation and service, and outstanding flatness and 

Leyard TVF Series LED Video Wall 
The Leyard® TVF Series is a family of fine pitch LED video wall displays available in 1.5, 1.8 and 
2.5 millimeter pixel pitches. Giving a new meaning to multi-functionality and quick installation, the 
Leyard TVF Series offers front serviceability and a creative stackable design that eliminates cabinet-
to-cabinet cabling and reduces the complexity of installation and vertical alignment.

Leyard TWS Series LED Video Wall 
The Leyard® TWS Series is a family of versatile ultra-fine pitch LED video wall displays available 
in 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 millimeter pixel pitches. Featuring a convenient 27" diagonal size, the all-
in-one design fits a broad range of fine-pitch installation environments. The Leyard TWS Series is 
light weight and easy to handle enabling it to be an attractive solution for faceted curved video walls, 
hanging video walls or traditional video walls favoring a compact fine pitch solution. 
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The combined Leyard and Planar organization has been doing business in the United States for over 35 years 
and has built a great reputation for service, innovation, and market leadership. 
This reputation has been earned across various functions and business activities of the company and continued 
investment reflects our ongoing commitment to providing our best to our US customers.

FOR THE USA. FROM THE USA.

 Leyard and Planar are committed to providing comprehensive product and 
technology training and offer a range of courses at our Washington DC 
Showroom. For a schedule of Certified Training Courses, visit:  
www.planar.com/training.

Certified Training

Planar UltraRes Touch 4K LCD Displays
Planar® UltraRes™ Touch combines a 75", 86" or 98" multi-touch experience with stunning 4K image 
clarity. It offers a best-in-class solution for professionals who seek to collaborate or annotate using 
a large viewing area, the highest image resolution, and enterprise-level features. Planar UltraRes 
Touch offers 32 points of multi-touch, multi-user technology, making it easy for multiple users to 
collaborate and interact at the same time.

Planar EP Series Touch 4K LCD Displays
Planar® EP Touch Ultra HD LCD interactive displays offer best-in-class 24x7 reliability with the 
stunning image quality of 4K resolution. Available in 50", 58" and 65", the Ultra HD displays can be 
oriented in landscape or portrait and come fully loaded with advanced features that matter most to 
digital signage and other commercial applications. 

Clarity Matrix G3 LCD Video Wall System  
The Clarity® Matrix® G3 LCD Video Wall System delivers the ultimate LCD video wall solution. 
The award-winning, Clarity Matrix G3 combines the industry’s thinnest profile ultra-narrow bezel 
LCD’s with industry-leading improvements to video processing, installation, management and 
off-board electronics, to deliver a next-generation video wall solution. 

Leyard CarbonLight CLI Series LED Displays
The Leyard® CarbonLight™ CLI Series is a line of lightweight, flexible LED video wall displays, 
ideal for indoor rental, staging and flexible-fixed applications. The Leyard CarbonLight CLI Series’ 
adaptable design is suitable for hanging and free-standing installations. The Leyard CarbonLight 
CLI Series offers front service models in 1.9, 2.6, 3.9 and 5.2mm pixel pitches.
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Leyard MultiTouch LED Video Wall  
Leyard® LED MultiTouch is the industry’s first completely seamless interactive LED video wall. 
Using Leyard® PLTS™ (Pliable LED Touch Surface™) technology and a sleek framing system, 
Leyard LED MultiTouch provides a 32-point simultaneous interactive surface for a dynamic multi-
user experience. 
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